Raising Focus and Energy in PI Planning

- by using simple posters

Mikael Broomé
What part of your PI Planning event is most unfocused or consuming most energy?

Discuss with your neighbour for 30 seconds
Welcome to PI-Planning!

Creative joy!

Attracts attention!

Less burdensome!
Easier to follow presentations!

Is today still a useful reminder of what to focus on
More tangible output from Management!

Scale is not useful!

MANAGEMENT REVIEW

PLEASE TRY TO ADD SOME... THIS LOOKS JUST FINE!
OVERWHELMING PLAN!

BUSINESS OWNERS

ACTIONS:

REALLY SO FEW DEPENDENCIES IN 2ND HALF?
HAVE WE REALLY TAKEN 2W INTO ACCOUNT?
CLARIFY WHAT ABILITIES AT END OF PI.
MISSING CONNECT?

HIGH AMBITION WITH CONCRETE RESULTS
EVERYTHING PICKED!
OBJECTIVES

TEAM X

- CAPITAL LETTERS
- LARGE FONT
- 2-5 OBJECTIVES ON ONE FLIPCHART
- CLEAR STATE
- READY DATE/SPRINT FOR CRITICAL OBJECTIVES/MILESTONES
- STRETCH

WHY STRETCH OBJECTIVES

- CLEARER WHERE HELP IS NEEDED!
- YES! WE MADE IT!
- CONFIDENCE IN TEAM PLAN
- TEAM
Summary

How participants perceived the event:

- Most: better than previous
- Local

Easier to understand:

- Inspires me
- Easy to understand

By this we understand that...
I recommend ...
Thank You!

Please share your thoughts and experiments with me:

mikael@resultex.se